Good afternoon,

Today, we posted a notice of intent on the Open Access Same-Time Information System to revise our Open Access Transmission Tariff.

The revisions will primarily address two Federal Energy Regulatory Commission orders and make other clean up and maintenance updates to WAPA’s OATT. The FERC orders include Order No. 827 and Order No. 842, which revised the pro-forma Large and Small Generator Interconnection Agreements.

We want to hear from you as we evaluate these changes. We are hosting a webinar for customers on Aug. 19 at 10 a.m. MDT to present the proposed OATT revisions and share the expected filing. We are also holding an informal 30-day comment period that will begin when we post our proposed changes to OASIS before the Aug. 19 webinar.

See webinar information.

If you have any questions or comments, contact your WAPA OATT regional contact:
- Desert Southwest: John Steward, 602-605-2774, steward@wapa.gov
- Rocky Mountain and CRSP Management Center: Raymond Vojdani, 970-461-7379, avojdani@wapa.gov
- Sierra Nevada: Ray Ward, 916-353-4766, ward@wapa.gov
- Upper Great Plains: Steve Sanders, 406-255-2840, sanders@wapa.gov